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Abstract. In geometry and graph theory, the Jordan curve theorem
has both educational and academic roles. There have been many proofs
published in educational journals in mathematics notably “American
Mathematical Monthly.”[15,16,17,18] This paper gives a concise proof
of the Jordan curve theorem on discrete surfaces. We also embed the
discrete surface in the 2D plane to prove the original version of the
Jordan curve theorem. This paper is a simple version of [5]. We seek to
clarify and simplify some statements and proofs. Again, the purpose of
this paper is to make the proof of the theorems easier to understand. We
omit some definitions of concepts, which can be found in [6,4,3,5]. In this
revision, we added another appendix to make a self-contained proof on
verifying simple connectedness of the Euclidean plane in this paper. 1
1 What is the Jordan Curve Theorem?
In this paper, we give a straightforward proof of the Jordan curve theo-
rem in 2D discrete spaces with respect to the general definition of discrete
curves, surfaces, and manifolds discussed in [1,6]. The Jordan curve the-
orem states that a simple and closed curve separates a simply connected
surface into two components. Based on the definition of discrete surfaces,
we give three reasonable definitions of simply connected spaces in discrete
spaces. Theoretically, these three definitions are equivalent.
For the Jordan curve theorem, O. Veblen in 1905 wrote a paper [12]
that was regraded as the first correct proof of this fundamental theorem
on 2D Euclidean plane. The first discrete proof was given by W.T. Tutte
on planar graphs in 1979 [13]. Recently, researchers still show consid-
erable interests in the Jordan curve theorem using formalized proofs in
computers [14].
In 1999, L. Chen attempted to prove the discrete Jordan curve the-
orem for 2D discrete manifolds without using 2D Euclidean space [3].
1 Readers who do not want to know the details of the concepts in discrete surfaces
can begin in Section 2 to get an idea of the proofs based on the intuitive meaning
of the concepts used in this paper.
Chen added some missing parts of this proofs in 2013 [5]. In [5], Chen
adopted some original ideas from Veblen’s paper and gave a proof of this
theorem in discrete form.
In this paper, we want to give a simple and easy version of the proofs
given in [5] without gone through many definitions of discrete geometry.
A discrete surface can be viewed as a digital surface or a triangulated
2D meshes. Intuitively, a discrete 2-cell in this paper is a smallest or
minimal unite for 2D objects. A discrete 2-cell cannot be slitted into two
other 2-cells. The union of two (discrete) 2-cells ,A and B will not be
a two cell if A 6= B. (In discrete space, an object is mainly formed by
vertices or points. The others such as edges, faces are based on human’s
interpretation.) In other words, the smallest unite does not contain any
other 2-cell. When we say a 2-cell, we need to think this “thing” as the
smallest one containing some vertices and edges. Please note that this
definition is different from the standard definition in topology.
We know that a discrete surface can be naturally embedded to Eu-
clidean plane or a closed continuous surface such as a sphere. Indeed, a
discrete surface can be easily embedded to a 3D or higher dimensional
Euclidean spaces.
Let us first review some concepts of discrete curves in [3,6]: (1) A
simple path is called a (discrete) pseudo-curve, (2) a simple semi-curve
can be a curve or a surface-cell (2-cell) (in discrete form, a set containing
all vertices means that the set contains all 2-cell in this set. At least it
is true for this paper. See details in [6] for general non simply connected
surfaces.) (3) A simple curve must not contain any proper subset that is
a 2-cell.
It is obvious, if we define a simple path (a pseudo-curve in this paper)
a discrete curve, there is no Jordan Curve theorem in discrete space. This
is because that the inner part of a 2-cell is empty in graph-structures. This
little difference will not affect the continuous version of the theorem. In
discrete cases, we will make a point called “the Veblen point” to deal with
this when we desire a closer version of the theorem to the continuous case.
We defined regular points in a discrete manifolds in [6]. It just means
that every point on surface has a neighborhood that is similar to a 2D
disk (homeomorphic equivalence in topology).
Let S(p) be the neighborhood of p in S. If S is a triangulated surface,
then
S(p) = {v|v, p are adjacent.} ∪ {p}
or S(p) = {v|d(v, p) ≤ 1} where d is graph-distance. For any type of
discrete surfaces, S(p) = {v|v is in a 2-cell that containsp} ∪ {p}.
We proved that for a discrete surface S, if p is a inner and regular point
of S, then there exists a simple cycle containing all points in S(p) − {p}
in S. This result is particularly important in our proof, but it is very
intuitive too. We present this result as Lemma 1 [6,5].
Lemma 1. For a discrete surface S, if p is a inner and regular point of
S, then there exists a simple cycle containing all points in S(p)− {p} in
S where S(p) is the neighborhood of p in S.
In topology, the formal description of the Jordan curve theorem is:
A simply closed curve J in a plane Π decomposes Π − J into two com-
ponents. [10,11] In fact, this theorem holds for any simply connected 2D
surface. A plane is a simply connected surface in Euclidean space, but
this theorem is not true for a general continuous surface. For example,
the boundary of a donut.
We now introduce the meaning of discrete deformation and simply
connected discrete surfaces.
What is a simply connected continuous surface? A connected topo-
logical space T is simply connected if for any point p in T , any simply
closed curve containing p can be contracted to p. The contraction is a
continuous mapping among a series of closed continuous curves. [11] So,
we first need the concept of “discrete contraction.”
Here we also try to make the definition of simply connected discrete
surfaces to be simpler. The more detailed definition was in [4,6].
The “contraction” means the sequence of curves will be getting smaller
and smaller until they shrink to a point. These curves do not cross each
other. (They do not have to be cross each other. This is a key too.)
So our concept of contraction is that a discrete curve will be graduate
varied to a “smaller” one, and keep the process until “shrink” to a point.
These discrete curves do not cross each other. they can share some points.
In order to keep the concepts simple to understand, we defined the
gradual variation between two simple paths in [6,4,5]. We defined dis-
crete deformation among discrete pseudo curves. And finally, we define
the contraction of curves is a type of discrete deformation. See [6,4] for
more details of the definitions. The reader can just use the natural inter-
pretation of definitions. In paper, we assume the discrete surface is both
regular and orientable too. The algorithm to decide if a discrete surface
is orientable can be found in [6].
Intuitively, two simple paths C and C ′ are said to be gradually varied
if there is no hole in between C and C ′. In addition, there is no jump
from C to C ′.
More formally, two simple paths C and C ′ are called gradually var-
ied if C∪C ′ consists of 1-cells and 2-cells where no cycle in C∪C ′ that is
not a 2-cell or the union of 2-cells. In other words, Assume E(C) denotes
all edges in path C. Let XorSum(C,C ′) = (E(C) − E(C ′)) ∪ (E(C ′) −
E(C)). XorSum is called sum(modulo2) in Newman’s book [11]. C and
C ′ are gradually varied iff XorSum(C,C ′) are the union of 2-cells.
To prove the Jordan curve theorem, we need to describe what the
disconnected components are by means of separated from a simple curve
C? It means that any path from a component to another must include at
least a point in C. It also means that this linking path must cross-over
the curve C. We will define the concept of “cross-over” in the following.
Because a surface-cell A is a closed path, we can define two orien-
tations (normals ) to A: clockwise and counter-clockwise. Usually, the
orientation of a 2-cell is not a critical issue. However, for the proof of the
Jordan curve theorem it is necessary.
In other words, a pseudo-curve which is a set of points has no “direc-
tion,” but as a path P = {p0, · · · , pn}, it has its own “travel direction”
from p0 to pn.
For two paths C and C ′, which are gradually varied, if a 2-cell A is in
G(C ∪ C ′), the orientation of A with respect to C is determined by the
first pair of points (p, q) ∈ C ∩ A and C = ...pq... . Moreover, if a 1-cell
of A is in C, then the orientation of A is fixed with respect to C.
According to Lemma 1, S(p) contains all adjacent points of p and
S(p) − {p} is a simple cycle—there is a cycle containing all points in
S(p)− {p}.
We assume that cycle S(p)−{p} is always oriented clockwise. For two
points a, b ∈ S(p)− {p}, there are two simple cycles containing the path
a→ p→ b : (1) a cycle from a to p to b then moving clockwise to a, and
(2) a cycle from a to p to b then moving counter-clockwise to a. See Fig.
1(a).
It is easy to see that the simple cycle S(p)−{p} separates S−{S(p)−
{p}} into at least two connected components because from p to any other
points in S the path must contain a point in S(p)−{p}. S(p)−{p} is an
example the Jordan curve.
Definition 1. Two simple paths C and C ′ are said to be “cross-over”
each other if there are points p and q (p may be the same as q) such that
C = ...apb...sqt... and C ′ = ...a′pb...sqt′... where a 6= a′ and t 6= t′. The
S(p)
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Fig. 1: S(p) and Cross-over at p: (a) Two adjacent points a and b of p in
S(p), and (b) an example for two cross-over paths.
cycle apa′...a without b in S(p) and the cycle qt...t′q without s in S(q)
have different orientations with respect to C.
For example, in Fig. 1 (b), C and C ′ are “cross-over” each other. When
C and C ′ are not “cross-over” each other, we will say that C is at a side
of C ′. We also say that C and C ′ in the above Lemma are side-gradually
varied.
Lemma 2. If two simple paths C and C ′ are not cross-over each other,
and they are gradually varied, then every surface-cell in G(C∪C ′) has the
same orientation with respect to the “travel direction” of C and opposite
to the “travel direction” of C ′.
Intuitively, a simply connected set is such a set so that for any point,
every simple cycle containing this point can contract to the point.
Definition 2. A simple cycle C can contract to a point p ∈ C if there
exist a series of simple cycle, C = C0, ..., p = Cn: (1) Ci contains p for
all i; (2) If q is not in Ci then q is not in all Cj, j > i; (3) Ci and Ci+1
are side-gradually varied.
We now show three reasonable definitions of simply connected spaces
below. We will provide a proof for the Jordan curve theorem under the
third definition of simply connected spaces. The Jordan theorem shows
the relationship among an object, its boundary, and its outside area.
Let U2 be a subset of all minimal closed curves on G = (V,E). Each
element in U2 is a 2-cell. < G,U2 >=< V,E,U2 > defines a 2D topological
structure discretely.
A general definition of a simply connected space should be :
Definition 3. Simply Connected Surface Definition (a) < G,U2 >
is simply connected if any two closed simple paths are homotopic.
If we use this definition, then we may need an extremely long proof
for the Jordan curve theorem. The next one is the standard definition
which is the special case of the Definition 3. (Definition 3 is too general,
it is not needed here.)
Definition 4. Simply Connected Surface Definition (b) A con-
nected discrete space < G,U2 > is simply connected if for any point p ∈ S,
every simple cycle containing p can contract to p.
This definition of the simply connected set is based on the original
meaning of simple contraction. In order to make the task of proving the
Jordan theorem simpler, we give the third strict definition of simply con-
nected surfaces as follows.
We know that a simple closed path (simple cycle) has at least three
vertices in a simple graph. This is true for a discrete curve in a simply
connected surface S. For simplicity, we call an unclosed path an arc.
Assume C is a simple cycle with clockwise orientation. Let two distinct
points p, q ∈ C. Let C(p, q) be an arc of C from p to q in a clockwise
direction, and C(q, p) be the arc from q to p also in a clockwise direction,
then we know C = C(p, q) ∪ C(q, p). We use Ca(p, q) to represent the
counter-clockwise arc from p to q. Indeed, C(p, q) = Ca(q, p). We always
assume that C is in clockwise orientation.
Definition 5. Simply Connected Surface Definition (c) A con-
nected discrete space < G,U2 > is simply connected if for any simple
cycle C and two points p, q ∈ C, there exists a sequence of simple cycle
paths Q0, ..., Qn where C(p, q) = Q0 and C
a(p, q) = Qn such that Qi and
Qi+1 are side-gradually varied for all i = 0, · · · , n− 1..
We have proved the following proposition in [5].
Proposition 1. Definition (b) and Definition (c) are equivalent.
2 The Jordan Curve Theorem in Discrete Space
Since a simple cycle is a closed simple path that could be a surface-
cell that cannot separate C into two disconnected components. So for the
strict case of Jordan curve theorem, we must use the closed discrete curve
(not only a simple cycle).
A discrete curve C does not contain a subset of vertices that are not
all vertices of a 2 cell in U2. The intuitive meaning is that C does not
contain any 2-cell.
A 2-cell will have two directions: the clockwise and the counter-clockwise.
If we imagine a point at the center of 2-cell, we will have two normals.
(This is also true for 1-cell) This point will be called the central pseudo
point. In the case of allowing the central pseudo points that will be called
the Veblen point, we will have the general Jordan Curve Theorem. We
will prove this case at the last of this section. The idea of the central
pseudo point is valid when embedding a surface (or cells) into Euclidean
space.
The proof of The Jordan Curve Theorem in Discrete Space will need
to use the following proposition:
Lemma 3. If (x0, x1) is an edge, define S(x0, x1) = S(x0)∪S(x1). Then,
S(x0, x1)− {x0, x1} is a simple path.
We can let X = {x0, x1}, and we denote S(x0, x1) = S(X). However,
this lemma is not true when x0, x1, · · · , xk−1 is a discrete curve, k > 2. In
general,
Lemma 4. S(X)−X is a degenerated (closed) simple path.
A degenerated (closed) path is a simple path with several unclosed
discrete curve attach to some vertices on the path. This is because, in
discrete case, some part of the simple path shrink or folded into a poly-
line.
When every “angle” in a discrete curve C is little wide meaning that
contains three 2-cells. In other words, for each three consecutive points
x−1x0x1 in C, a path from x−1 to x1 without passing x0, there are must
be two other vertices in between. In addition, these two vertices are in a
2-cell or more 2-cells that does not contain x−1 nor x1. This means that
there is a 2-cell in between the neighborhoods of x−1 and x1.
We also request any two vertices that are not adjacent will have the
graph-distance greater than 2. The purpose is to guarantee that S(X)−X
is a simple closed path.
We denote the wideness of an angle is the minimum number of edges
in the path from x−1 to x1 (each edge is in different 2-cell containing x0).
Note that an angle with wideness 1 will make that C is not a discrete
curve. Since C contains a triangle that is a 2-cell.)
Lemma 5. Let C be a discrete curve and X = {x0, · · · , xk−1} be a path
(arc) in C. (x0 and xk−1 are separated by at least three 2-cells.) If the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1) The wideness of each angle is 3 or greater, and
(2) For any two nonadjacent vertices p and q in C, any path not including
edges in C from p to q much contain three edges that belong to three
different 2-cells.
then, S(X)−X is a closed simple path.
We will prove this lemma in the proof of Theorem 1.
We know that we can easily make C in 2D Euclidean plane to be a
wide angle by adding some lines to the Veblen points on a edge. (Do not
make extra Veblen point used just for a 2-cell, use it for the 2-cell that
share the Veblen point.)
The following theorem is for C with the wider angles. To direct prove
this theorem for general case meaning allowing that S(X) − X is a de-
generated (closed) simple path. We will give the proof in Appendix.
For a closed discrete curve, we have
Theorem 1. (The Jordan Curve Theorem in Discrete Space) A
discrete simply connected surfaces S defined by Definition 5 (Definition
(c)), has the Jordan property: For a closed discrete curve C on S, if
C does not contain any point of ∂S, C divides S into at least two dis-
connected components. In other words, S − C consists of at least two
disconnected components.
Proof. Suppose that C is a closed curve in a simply connected surface S.
C does not reach the border of S, i.e. C ∩ ∂S = ∅.
We also check C if it satisfies the condition of the wide angle for each
triple consecutive vertices. Also we add Veblen points and edges to make
C to be wide as necessary. So we can assume that:
(1) The wideness of each angle is 3 or greater, and
(2) For any two nonadjacent vertices p and q in C, any path not includ-
ing edges in C from p to q much contain three edges that belong to three
different 2-cells.
Assume point p ∈ C, then suppose that q and r are two adjacent
points of p in C with form of ...qpr, ..., where the direction of ... q to p
to r ...to p is clockwise. See Fig. 2 {p, r} is a line-cell, then there are two
2-cells containing {p, r}. Denote these 2-cells by A and B with clockwise
orientation.
Our strategy is to prove that if there is a point a in A which is not in
C, and a point b ∈ B and b /∈ C, then any path from a to b must contain
a point in C. Then we can see that S−C are not (point-) connected and
we have the Jordan curve theorem.
First, we want to prove that there must exist a point in A−C. If each
point in A is in C, since A is a simple cycle, then C = A. However, C is
not a surface-cell, so the statement can not be true. Thus, there is a point
a ∈ A − C. For the same reason there is a point b ∈ B − C. We assume
that a is the last such point in A starting with p, and b is the first such
point in B starting with p. (see Fig. 2(a)) We always assume clockwise
direction here for cell A and B unless we indicate otherwise.
iP
P i-1
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Fig. 2: A close curve C and the paths from a to b
Let us make a summery of above idea: Suppose that C is a closed
curve. (If C is a closed simple path, we allow C is a 2-cell and we allow
to assign a pseudo-point in the center of the 2-cell, we still can prove
this theorem.) The idea of the proof is to find two points in each sides
of the curve C. This is because that for any 1-cell (r, p) in C, there are
two 2-cells A,B sharing (r, p) by the discrete surface definition. A must
contain a vertex a and B must contain b, and they are not in C. a, b are
adjacent to some points in C, respectively. We are going to prove that
from a to b, any path must cross-over C. That is the most important part
of the Jordan curve theorem.
We assume, on the contrary, there is a simple path from a to b does
not cross-over C, called P(a, b) in Fig. 2 (a). But we know there is P (b, a)
in A ∪ B ( i.e. P (b, a) = b · · · rp · · · a) does cross-over C. P(a, b) ∪ P(a, b)
is a cycle in clockwise. (Fig. 2 (a) )
We know S(r) is the neighborhood of r in S. So S(r) contains all 2-
cells containing r. The boundary of S(r) is a simple closed curve. (This is
because we always assume that r is a regular point). a is on the boundary
of S(r). (The boundary of S(r) is S(r)− {r}). A ∪B is a subset of S(r).
We now prove that P(a, b) is not a subset of S(r); otherwise, it must
cross-over C. (a 2-cell containing r must have an edge on C, or all points
of the 2-cell are on the boundary of S(r) except r). If P (a, b) does not
contain r, must be a part of boundary of S(r) which is a cycle. r has two
adjacent points on C, (If they are not pseudo points, meaning here it can
be eliminated or added on an edge that does not affect to the 2-cell) so
these two points are also in the boundary of S(r). So there are only two
paths from a to b on the boundary of S(r). These two points are not on
the same side of the cross-over path containing r. (The boundary of S(r)
was separated by the cross-over path containing r.) P(a, b) must contain
such a point that is on C.
Therefore we proved P(a, b) is not a subset of S(r). Then P(a, b) ∪
P (b, a) is a simple closed curve. (P (b, a) passes r). By the definition of
the simply-connected surface, there are finite numbers of paths P (a, b) =
P0(a, b),..., Pn−1(a, b), such that so that Pi(a, b) and Pi+1(a, b) are (side-
)gradually varied.
In addition, Pn−1(a, b) is gradually varied to Pn(a, b) = P
a(b, a) (a
reversed P (b, a) that passes r).
We now can assume that there is a smallest i such that Pi(a, b) cross
over C, but Pi−1(a, b) does not. (Fig. 2(a) ). We will prove that is impos-
sible if Pi−1(a, b) does not cross over C.
Let point x in Pi(a, b) ∩ C and x /∈ Pi−1(a, b). There are two cases:
(1) cross over at a single point x on C, or (2) cross over at a sequence of
points on C. We will prove these two cases, respectively.
Case 1: Suppose that x = “p′′ = “q′′ in Definition 1 (See Fig. 1
(a)(b)). It means two curves Pi(a, b) and C share just one point x. and
assume Pi(a, b) = ...uxv... and C = ...cxd..., where v 6= d.
We know that u, v, c, d are in the boundary of S(x), a simple cycle
S(x)− {x} (See Lemma 1). There is a 2-cell X (in between Pi−1 and Pi)
contains (u, x). See Fig. 2 (b).
X has a sequence of points S1 in Pi−1 and a sequence of points S2 in
Pi. X has at most two edges e1, e2 not in Pi−1 ∪ Pi ; S1, e1, S2, e2, are
the boundary of X. e1 is the edge linking S1 to S2, and e2 is the edge
linking S2 to S1 counterclockwise.(Again, e1 may or may not be directly
incident to u, and e1 may be an empty edge if Pi−1 intersects Pi at point
u. e2 may also in the same situation.) We might as well assume that x
is the first point on Pi(a, b) (from a to b in path Pi )that is in C. Thus,
c, d /∈ X. (If c is in X c must be in Pi−1. if d is in X, x is not only the
cross over point. )
If X contains v, we will have a cycle u ·d ·v(e2)(S1)(e1) in the bound-
ary of S(x) (e2)(S1)(e1) contains only points in Pi−1 and u,v (that are
possible end points of e1, e2). c is on the boundary of S(x) too. Where is
c? It must be in the boundary curves (of S(x)) from u to d or the curve
from d to v. Then c, d in S(x) must in the same side of uxv which is part
of Pi. Therefore, C and Pi(a, b) do not cross-over each other at x. See
Fig. 2(b) and the following extended figure.
(b) (c)
Fig. 3: Extended figures of Fig. 2 (b) and Fig. 2 (c), respectively.
IfX does not contain v, then there must be a 2-cell Y (in between Pi−1
and Pi) containing (x, v). We can see that X and Y are line-connected
in S(x). (See Fig. 2(c) and above extended figure.) This is due to the
definition of regular point of x, all surface-cells containing x are line-
connected. Meaning there is a 2-cell paths they share a 1-cell in adjacent
pairs.
Since X and Y are line-connected, we can assume:
a) X and Y share a 1-cell, i.e. X ∩Y = (x, y). Then y is on Pi−1(a, b).
Let e2 be the possible edge from v to Pi−1(a, b). (e2 could be empty as
e1) and u(e1)..y...(e2)v is on the boundary cycle of S(x). Except u and
v, u(e1)..y...(e2)v is on Pi−1(a, b). u...d...v is part of the boundary cycle
of S(x). In addition, c (that is not in Pi−1(a, b)) must be in the boundary
curves (of S(x)) from u to d or the curve from d to v. Again, c, d in
S(x) must in the same side of uxv which is part of Pi. Therefore, C and
Pi(a, b) do not cross-over each other at x. (See Fig. 2(c) also see the above
extended figure Fig. 3(c).)
b) X and Y share the point x, and there are line-connected 2-cells as
a path in between X and Y . X∩Y = x . Let us assume that e1 incident to
Pi−1(a, b) at y
′ (y′ is u if e1 is empty ) and e3 incident to Pi−1(a, b) at y
′′.
We will have a set of points y′ = y0, y1, ..., yk = y
′′ in Pi−1(a, b). Each yt
is contained in a 2-cell containing x. All y0, y1, ..., yk are in the boundary
cycle of S(x). c that is not in Pi−1(a, b). c must be in the boundary curves
(of S(x)) from u to d or the curve from d to v. Thus, c, d in S(x) must in
the same side of uxv which is part of Pi. C and Pi(a, b) do not cross-over
each other at x. (See Fig. 2 (c) and Fig. 3(c).)
Case 2: Suppose Pi(a, b) and C cross over a sequence of points on C:
Pi(a, b) = ...ux0x1...xmv... and C = ...cx0x1...xmd..., where v 6= d.
We still have e1 = (u, y0) and e2 = (v, yk) where y0 and yk are on
Pn−1 for some k. Each yt , t = 0, 1, ..., k, is in a 2-cell that containing
some xj, j = 0, 1, ...,m.
Note that : If u does not have a direct edge linking to Pn−1, u will be
in a 2-cell between Pn and Pn−1, either u is a pseudo point on Pn for the
deformation from Pn−1 to Pn, or Pn−1 and Pn intersects at u. That u is a
pseudo point means here it has a neighbor that has an edge link to Pn−1,
or the neighbor’s neighbor, and so on. We can just assume here u is the
point that is adjacent to a point in Pn−1. In the theory, as long as u is
contained by a 2-cell such that all the points in the 2-cell are in Pn−1 or
Pn.
x0
x1
A By1 y2
A1 B1
x 0
x
A By1 y2
A1 B1
xk-1
k
(a) (b)
x1
x
x
0
1
x0
xk
(c) (d)
y1 y2
y1 y2
Fig. 4: The union of neighborhoods of a sequence of adjacent points
S(x0, ..., xk) and its boundary
The same way will apply to this case just treat x0,...,xm to x in Case
1. We first get the union of S(x0),...,S(xm). We want to prove that : The
boundary of this union will be simple cycle too under the condition of
Lemma 5.
Using mathematical induction we can prove it. After that, we can
prove the rest of theorem using the same method presented in Case 1.
See Fig. 4.
The following is the detailed proof: Let S(x0, ..., xk) = S(x0) ∪ ... ∪
S(xk).
First, we will prove that the boundary of S(x0) ∪ S(x1) is a simple
cycle (it is a simple closed curve too). We know that (x0, x1) is an edge in
C ∩Pi(a, b). Also, there are two 2-cells A,B in S(x0) containing (x0, x1) .
x1 is a boundary point in S(x0) , so no other 2-cell will contain x1. In
the same way, S(x1) also contains A,B, and x1 is only contained in two
2-cells in S(x1). Therefore, S(x0) ∩ S(x1) = A ∪B and A ∩B = (x0, x1).
Note that A and B are adjacent 2-cells. On the other hand, x1 is
on the boundary curve (that is closed) of S(x0). So x1 has two adjacent
points on this cycle, y1 and y2. (We assume that y1 and y2 are not pseudo
points, so) y1 and y2 are both on the boundary of S(x0) ∪ S(x1). (If
y1 or y1 is pseudo points, we can ignore y1 or y2 to find the a actual
point that adjacent to x1.) (x1, y1) has two 2-cells containing (x1, y1) in
S(x0)∪S(x1). For instance, in Fig. 4 (a) , A and A1 contain (x1, y1) and
B and B1 contain (x1, y2). Thus, the boundary of S(x0)∪S(x1) is a closed
curve that is formed by the arc from y1 to y2 in the boundary of S(x0),
plus the arc from y2 to y1 in the boundary of S(x1).
Second, we assume the boundary of S(x0, ..., xk−1) is a closed curve,
when we consider the arc x0, ..., xk−1, xk in C, we can prove the boundary
of S(x0, ..., xk) is also a closed curve.
We know that we have two closed curves: Suppose thatQ is the bound-
ary of S(x0, ..., xk−1) , and R is the boundary of S(xk). (xk−1, xk) is in
S(xk), and (xk−1, xk) is in S(x0, ..., xk−1) . There are two 2-cells A, B
containing (xk − 1, xk) in S(xk) ∩ S(x0, ..., xk−1).
xk−1 is on the boundary cycle of S(xk), then xk−1 must have two
adjacent points in R, y1, and y2. (xk−1, y1) and (xk−1, y2) are two edges
in S(xk) ∩ S(x0, ..., xk−1). In the same way above, we will have the cycle
passing y1 and y2 that is the boundary curve of S(x0, ..., xk) . This is
because there is a 2-cell in between the neighborhoods of xk−2 and xk
as assumed by the wider angle on each point on C, y1 is not a folding
point, so are y2. In other words, the point that enters y1 in counterclock-
wise in S(x0, ..., xk−1)−{x0, ..., xk−1} differs from the point follows y1 in
counterclockwise in S(xk)− {xk}.
Thus, we have proved that the boundary curve of S(x0, ..., xk) is a
simple closed curve. In the rest of the proof, we will treat S(x0, ..., xm) to
be S(x) in Case 1. See Fig. 5. We now use denote X = {x0, ..., xm} and
X is an arc in C. (Please note that in Case 1, X was used as a 2-cell.
Now X is an arc in C. )
In the rest of the proof, we will prove: if Pi−1(a, b) and C are not cross
over each other, then, Pi(a, b) and C will not be cross over each other.
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Fig. 5: A pair of crossing-over curves Pi and C pass an arc X =
{x0, ..., xm}
Therefore, any P (a, b) must cross over C. This completes the proof of the
discrete Jordan curve theorem.
Let us first state again that Pi(a, b) passes x0...xm but Pi−1(a, b) does
not contain any point of {x0, ..., xm}. In addition, Pi−1(a, b) and Pi(a, b)
is gradually varied, i.e. Pi(a, b) was deformed from Pi−1(a, b) directly. We
also know that S(X) = S(x0, ..., xm) is the neighborhood of the arc in
C, i.e. the arc x0, ..., xm is a part of the closed curve C. The boundary of
S(X) = S(x0, ..., xm) is a closed curve too.
u, v, c, d are on the boundary of S(x0, ..., xm) (Assume u, v, c, d are not
pseudo points, otherwise, we can find corresponding none-pseudo on the
boundary of S(x0, ..., xm).) u, (x0, ..., xm), v is a part of Pi We also know
that c and (x0, ..., xm) are not in Pi−1. There will be two 2-cells, U and
V , are in between Pi(a, b) and Pi−1(a, b) (all points of U and V are in
Pi(a, b) ∪ Pi−1(a, b)) such that (u, x0) ∈ U and (xm, v) ∈ V .
Let Pi−1 ∩ U = S1 and Pi ∩ U = S2. Let e1 be the edge in U linking
S1 to S2 (in most cases, e1 incident to u, but not necessarily ), and
let e2 be the edge in U linking S2 to S1 (possibly starting at x0). So,
(e2)(S1)(e1)(S2) are the boundary of U , counterclockwise.
Subcase (i): If U contains v (U = V ), all points in U ’s boundary
are contained in S({x0, ..., xm}) by the definition of S(x0). we will have
a cycle u · d · v(e2)(S1)(e1) in the boundary of S(X = {x0, ..., xm}). c is
on the boundary of S(X) too. But c /∈ Pi−1. It must be in the boundary
curves (of S(X)) from u to d or the curve from d to v. Then c, d in S(X)
must in the same side of uXv which is part of Pi. Therefore, C and Pi(a, b)
do not cross-over each other at X. (See Fig. 5.)
Subcase (ii): If U does not contain v, then there must be a 2-cell V
(in between Pi−1 and Pi) containing (xm, v).
Let e1 = (p1, p2) be the edge in U incident to a point in Pi−1 and a
point in Pi, respectively. (In most cases, e1 incident to u, i.e. u = p2, but
not necessarily ). And let e2 = (r2, r1) be the edge in V incident to a
point in Pi and a point in Pi−1, respectively. r2 is usually v.
Note that: c must not be in U . Gradual variation (direct deformation)
means that each point in each 2-cell of U and V in between Pi and Pi−1
must be in Pi∪Pi−1. Formally, Pi XoRSum Pi−1 is a set of 2-cells; every
point in these 2-cells is in Pi ∪ Pi−1 .
We can see that U and V are line-connected in S(X) by the definition
of line-connected paths, meaning there is a path of 2-cells where each
adjacent pair shares a 1-cell. (See Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 5.)
From r1 to p1, there is an arc in Pi−1 . To prove that all points in this
arc are in the boundary of S(X) we need to prove each point on the arc
must be in a 2-cell that contains a point in {x0, ..., xm}, and this 2-cell
is other than (except this 2-cell is) U or V . It gives us some difficult to
prove it. The above discussion seems not very productive.
We found a more elegant way to prove this case by finding another
simple path (or pseudo curve) that cross-over C. The method is the fol-
lowing: If U 6= V , there must be a xk in {x0, ..., xm}, xk has an edge
linking to Pi−1. (Otherwise, u, x0, ..., xm, v are in a 2-cell that contains
some points in Pi−1. Therefore, U = V .) We can also assume that k is
not m, otherwise, v is in Pi−1, so U = V . See Fig. 6.
We select the smallest k having an edge linking xk to Pi−1, 0 ≤ k ≤
m−1. xk is in both Pi and C. We might as well let (xk, v
′) is such an edge,
and v′ is a point in Pi−1. Therefore, we will have the new path (simple
path), P ′i . This new path has two parts: The first part is the same as
Pi before and including the point xk, and the second part is the partial
path (curve) of Pi−1 after point v
′ . This path P ′i = ..., u, x0, ..., xk, v
′, ...
does cross-over C = ..., c, x0, ..., xk, xk+1, ..., xm, d, ... . It is obvious that
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Fig. 6: An edge only starts at xk linking to Pi−1; x0, ..., xk−1 do not have
any edge to Pi−1.
Pi−1, P
′
i , Pi are gradually varied. This is because we just inserted a path
in between of Pi−1 and Pi.
This new path P ′i has such a good property that is {x0, ..., xk−1} do
not incident (link) an edge that has an end vertex in Pi−1 . Since v
′ is
in P ′i , the 2-cell V
′ (in Pi−1 XoRSum P
′
i
2 ) contains v′ also contains
(xk−1, xk) and (xk, v
′) (in S(xk)). Since no edge from x0, ..., xk−1 to Pi−1
, U containing u is just V ′. We will have just Subcase (i) using P ′i to
replace Pi.
The entire theorem is proven. ⊓⊔
2 Here XoRSum is exclusive “OR” operation defined in [6], just like sum(modulo2)
in [11]
3 The Jordan Curve Theorem for Generalized Simple
Closed Paths
The discrete Jordan curve theorem proved in last section has a little
difference from the classical description of The Jordan curve Theorem.
This is because that discrete curve has its own strict property: C does
not contain any 2-cell. In order to satisfy the classical form. We need to
use central pseudo points, we call it the Veblen point, for each type of cells,
especially 1-cells (line-cells) and 2-cells (surface-cells) So we will allow the
simple path (semi-curve) in the proof of the Jordan curve theorem. In fact,
a little modification will assist the proving of the theorem. The rest of
work is just to prove that there are only two (connected) components in
S − C.
A 2-cell in this paper is a small unite, the smallest unite that does
not contain any other 2-cell. A 2-cell in discrete space contains a central
pseudo point that is called the Veblen point in this paper. At this point,
we can define two normals, one is in clockwise direction and another is is
on counterclockwise direction. We can realize it in Euclidean plane.
Theorem 2. (The Jordan Curve Theorem for Generalized Sim-
ple Closed Paths) Let S be a discrete simply connected surfaces, (S
can be closed or a discrete plane embedded in 2D Euclidean Space). A
closed simple path (0-cell connected semi-curve) C which does not con-
tain any point of ∂S divides S into two components (in terms of allowing
central pseudo points for each cell). In other words, S−C consists of two
components. These two components are disconnected.
Proof. In this proof, we can put the central pseudo points (the Veblen
points) for each 1-cells and 2-cells to assist our proof. The reason is that
if we embed 1-cells and 2-cells into Euclidean plane or higher dimensional
space. We can always find the central points for each cell. The idea of
the central pseudo points is at least valid in Euclidean space. In fact, the
central pseudo points also have two normal directions for a 2-cell. It also
has two directions for a 1-cell. For instance, {a, b} is an edge, a→ b and
b→ a are two directions.
In the proof of Theorem 1, we know that we have two 2-cells A and
B at the different side of the cycle C. We proved that point a ∈ A and
b ∈ B are not connected in S − C.
C has the orientation of clockwise (or counterclockwise as we first
made). (p, r) is clockwise in A, but (p, r) is counterclockwise in B. So
we call A is clockwise, and B is counterclockwise. For each edge ei (e.g.
(p, r)) in C, we will have two 2-cells containing ei, denoted by Ai and Bi.
There must be one in clockwise and another is in counterclockwise.
We always assume that Ai is clockwise and Bi is counterclockwise.
We now add all the central pseudo points to all 1-cells and 2-cells in S.
And immediately remove all central pseudo points from 1-cells in C. (This
operation is to stop a path will go through the central pseudo points on
C.)
We also know in our assumption: each 2-cell must have at least three
edges (1-cells) in its boundary. This is because S is a simple graph. (We
can always add a point to make it in Euclidean space.) We also assume
that C does not reach the border of S meaning that C ∩ ∂S = ∅.
Case 1: A special case C is the boundary of a single 2-cell, denoted
as A. A simple path could be just the boundary of a 2-cell. In this case, we
have a central pseudo point in the cell A. So this theorem is virtually true
if we can prove that S −C is point-connected. That is to say that except
the central pseudo point in A, S −C is a point-connected component. In
other word, S −A is one point-connected component.
We can prove this is because of the following facts: For each cell B in
S−A, if B has an edge in C. The boundary of B is a simple closed path.
If the boundary of B is C, then S = A ∪ B since every edge has shared
by two 2-cells (A and B) already. We have two components in S−C: the
central pseudo point of A and the central pseudo point of B.
Case 2: The general case
We know 2-cells that are joint with an edge in C have two types: the
clockwise type, denoted as Ai, i = 1, · · · ,m, m > 0, and the counterclock-
wise type, denoted as Bj , i = 1, · · · , n, n > 0.
We can prove that all Ai are connected without using points in C.
This is because that any point p in C is contained by two 1-cells e1 and
e2 in C. These two 1-cells are contained by Ai and Aj , respectively. If
Ai = Aj, it is connected. If A If Ai and Aj share an edge, then, the central
pseudo points of Ai and Aj are connected. If Ai and Aj do not share an
edge, we know Ai and Aj are in S(p), there must be a cycle contains
some edges in Ai and some edges of Aj , and e1 ∪ e2. So Ai and Aj are
connected (meaning through their central pseudo points ) do not pass
e1 ∪ e2. Therefore, all Ai’s (meaning using their central pseudo points)
are connected. In other words, e1∪e2 split S(p) into two parts, one called
PartA(p) include Ai and Aj , and another one, PartB(p) include some B’s.
Ai and Aj are point connected in PartA(p) without passing any point in
e1∪ e2. All cells that are not Ai or Aj in PartA(p) will also assign as the
clockwise type, i.e. Ak for some k. So all Ai’s are connected.
In the same way, we can prove that all Bi’s are connected. ( C ∩∂S =
∅.)
We now prove that any point x in S − C, must be connected to the
component containing Ai or to the component containing Bi. We know
that any two points are point-connected by a path in S. Let c ∈ C,
P (x, c) is such a path connecting x and c. Note that every point c′ in C is
contained by S(c′) = PartA(c
′) ∪ PartB(c
′). Since x is not in C, P (x, c)
(which has finite numbers of points) must contain the first point in C, we
assume it is c′. In many cases, c′ = c. Let P (x, c) = x · · · x′c′ · · · c. Then
x′ must be not in C. Thus, x′ must be in S(c′)− C. x′ must be in some
Ai orBj because S(c
′) = PartA(c
′) ∪ PartB(c
′).
In other words, there must be a first point in P (x, c), x′, that is
adjacent a point c′ ∈ C ( may or may not be point c). (x′, c′) must
belong to an Ai or Bj. So if (x
′, c′) belong to Ai, x is a point connected
to the central pseudo points of Ai . We call it component A. All points
in A are connected since Ai are connected for all i.
If (x′, c′) belong to Bj, x is a point connected to the central pseudo
points of Bj . We call it component B. All points in B are connected since
Bj are connected for all j. We also know S − C = A ∪ B since x was
selected from S − C.
According to the proof of on Theorem 1, there is a in some Ai − C
is not connected to b in some Bj − C in S − C. a is in A, and b in B.
Therefore, any point in A is not connected to any point in B in in S−C.
(Otherwise, a will be connected to that point in A, then will be connected
to any point in B.)
We now complete the proof of Theorem 2, the general Jordan Curve
Theorem. ⊓⊔
4 Subdivision of Triangles and Jordan Curve Theorem in
Euclidean Space
In Theorem 2, we allow the simple path (pseudo-curves) for the Jordan
Curve Theorem. This is the general case of Jordan Curve Theorem in
discrete space. We know that 2D Euclidean space can be partitioned into
triangles and it is simply connected in this discrete space in terms of
simplicial complexes. So we can prove the Jordan Curve Theorem for 2D
Euclidean plane.
The only problem is that we need to assume that we have a refinement
process that will make the triangulation (joint with the simple curve C)
infinitively approximates C.
The following construction will bring a more satisfied answer. We will
use the mid point subdivision method to refine a triangulation. Even
though we can use barycentric subdivision to refine a triangle, but it is
computationally expensive. In the following figure, the mid point subdivi-
sion method will partition the triangle into four small triangles if we agree
a curve can be represented as C(t), t ∈ [0, 1]. then we can get C(0.5 · t),
And so on so fourth.
(a) (b)
(c)
A
B
A
C
Fig. 7: The mid point subdivision method to partition a triangle:(a) The
curve C and its approximation triangle (b) Subdivision of the triangle,
but the mid point of the edge of triangle is not exactly on the mid point
of the arc of C, (c) make the two mid points as one on the curve C.
Algorithm 1 The mid point subdivision method to partition a tri-
angle along with the boundary curve C.
Step 1: The curve C joints with a triangle at two points. (Fig. 7 (a))
Step 2: Subdivision of the triangle using the mid point method. The
mid point of the edge joining with C in triangle is not exactly on the mid
point of the arc of C. (Fig. 7 (b))
Step 3: Make the two mid points as one on the curve C. And modify
the subdivision triangle accordingly. (Fig. 7 (c))
(This algorithm might not be a new algorithm. It is a natural way to
do it. If someone already found this algorithm, We will cite his/her work.)
If the close (boundary) curve C is a continuous curve, the process of
making the mid point subdivision is always valid. This process is only for
the approximating that will cover all points. This theorem is valid for the
point of approximation. For any ǫ, we can find a triangulation where the
length of each edge is smaller than ǫ, and the vertices on the boundary
(in discrete term BC are the points on the curve C.
There is no way to link outside of the BC without passing BC . BC
separates the plane into two components. BC is infinitively close to C. So
the theorem is proven in the continuous case.
The second method could be the following: Can we define a line with
with, then we can make the line thinner and thinner to approximate the
answer? What we can state is that for any C and ǫ, we can find a B(C, ǫ)
that is the approximation of C with respect to ǫ. Each edge is shorter
than ǫ.
(A mapping from B(C, ǫ) to C, and the distance between two adjacent
points on C is bounded by a bounded function of ǫ since C is continuous)
So we can prove that every curve with width ǫ, from inside of curve C
to outside of curve C, must pass a vertex in B(C, ǫ). We already proved
this. When ǫ goes infinitively small, we have this theorem proved. This is
one way of thinking.
The Jordan Curve Theorem might only have some “approximation”
proofs along with the progress of mathematics. However, for a safe part,
finite and discrete proofs of this great theorem is very important.
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5 Appendix A: The Direct Proof of JCT in Discrete
Cases
The following is the proof of Theorem 1 without adding any new 2-cells
for avoiding a degenerate simple path. In other words, we allow that
S(X)−X is a degenerate simple path in the direct proof.
We have add some 2-cells in order to preserve the boundary cycle of
S(X) in Lemma 5 and Theorem 1. However, the Jordan curve theorem
is true for the any closed discrete curve C on surface S defined in this
paper.
Recall the boundary of S(X), S(X)−X. We can say that even though
S(X)−X might not be a closed simple path. But it is a degenerate simple
path (Fig. 8)
X
S(X)
S(X)-X is a degenerate cycle
folding point
branch segment B(j)
the cycle of S(X)-X, denoted as O
Fig. 8: S(X)−X is a degenerate simple path in S(X). S(X)−X consists
of two parts: the boundary cycle O and several branch line segments Bj .
Our purpose is to prove that the point c in Fig.2(a) is on the cycle O
not on the branch Bj of S(X) − X , or there is a point on O that has
the similar functionality like c . Therefore, we can still make the same
statement as it in the proof of Theorem 1.
In the proof of Lemma 5, we can see for general case, y1 might be
a folding point since it is possible that S(xk)’s boundary attached with
the boundary of S(x0, · · · , xk−1). See Fig. 4 (b) and (d). We let Xi =
{x0, · · · , xi} for convenience later.
There are two cases we are interested in: (1) c is the last point of
branch point Bj respect to O, (2) c is the middle point of branch point
Bj . If c is on the cycle (the first point of Bj to O is also in O), we will
use this case in the current proof which will be similar to the proof in
Theorem 1.
Case 1: If c is the last point of branch point Bj, we know that the last
point of branch Bj which is c is adjacent to a xi in X, i 6= 0 . since c is
also adjacent to x0. So {c, x0, · · · , xi} is already a cycle. So C = {c} ∪X.
This is not possible since we only consider X is at most having |C| − 2
points when considering cell A and B, there is an edge on C not in X .
See Fig. 2. (a).
Case 2: If c is in the middle of Bj , there is an edge containing c in Bj
toward to b0 on O, the first point on Bj . There are two 2-cells (E andF )
containing this edge in S(X). On the other hand, c has two neighbors in
C: one is x0 another denotes x−2 . Consider S(c), E and F are also in
S(c). See Fig. 9. , we only have four possible subcases. E is not reachable
for X in Fig (b) and (c), and F is not reachable from X in Fig. 9 (a) and
(d). By the definition of E and F , they are 2-cells that contain a point in
X. Therefore, x−2 must be on Bj. If x−2 is not b0, we can do it again to
find x−3 in C that is also on Bj. So on so forth, we will have one point
x−k on C that is b0. b0 is on O. Please note: c = x−1, x−2, · · · , x−k are in
C.
We have proved that there is a point c0 (it was denoted as x−k) near
x0, c0 is on O. (c0 is c in the most time). The same thing will be true for
d, denote the points as d0. In S(X) −X, from c to c0, every point is in
C as we proved above. Therefore the situation is exactly the same as we
discussed in the proof of Theorem 1.
Up to now we should be able to declare that we have proved completely
Theorem 1 without adding any extra 2-cells in the proof of Theorem 1.
In order to walk through the whole proof with each small detail. We
now repeat the proof of the case Pi(a, b)∩C = X where X = {x0, ..., xm}
(m > 0) as in Theorem 1.
In the rest of the proof, we will prove: If Pi−1(a, b) and C are not cross
over each other, then, Pi(a, b) and C will not be cross over each other.
Therefore, any P (a, b) must cross over C. This completes the proof of the
discrete Jordan curve theorem.
Let us first state again that Pi(a, b) passes x0...xm but Pi−1(a, b) does
not contain any point of {x0, ..., xm}. In addition, Pi−1(a, b) and Pi(a, b)
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Fig. 9: Only four cases when c is in the middle of Bj.
is gradually varied, i.e. Pi(a, b) was deformed from Pi−1(a, b) directly. We
also know that S(X) = S(x0, ..., xm) is the neighborhood of the arc in
C, i.e. the arc x0, ..., xm is a part of the closed curve C. The boundary of
S(X) = S(x0, ..., xm) is a degenerate simple path shown in Fig. 8.
u, v, c0[c], d0[d] are on the boundary of S(x0, ..., xm) (Assume u, v, c0, d0
are not pseudo points meaning only have two neighboring points in S,
otherwise, we can find corresponding none-pseudo on the boundary of
S(x0, ..., xm).) u, (x0, ..., xm), v is a part of Pi We also know that c0[c]
and (x0, ..., xm) are not in Pi−1. There will be two 2-cells, U and V ,
are in between Pi(a, b) and Pi−1(a, b) (all points of U and V are in
Pi(a, b) ∪ Pi−1(a, b)) such that (u, x0) ∈ U and (xm, v) ∈ V .
Let Pi−1 ∩ U = S1 and Pi ∩ U = S2. Let e1 be the edge in U linking
S1 to S2 (in most cases, e1 incident to u, but not necessarily ), and
let e2 be the edge in U linking S2 to S1 (possibly starting at x0). So,
(e2)(S1)(e1)(S2) are the boundary of U , counterclockwise.
Subcase (i): If U contains v (U = V ), all points in U ’s boundary are
contained in S({x0, ..., xm}) by the definition of S(x0) (since (u, x0) ∈ U
). we will have a cycle u · · · d0[d] · · · v(e2)(S1)(e1) in the boundary of
S(X = {x0, ..., xm}).
c0 and c are on the boundary of S(X) too. Especially, c0 is on O in
S(X) −X(See Fig. 8). In addition, arc(c, c0) in C is in S(X) −X. But
c0 /∈ Pi−1. c0 (and arc(c, c0)) must be in the boundary path of S(X) from
u to d0 or from d0 to v. c0 is on O. So if c0 is in between u to d0, see Fig.
10, then c0, c,X, d, d0 (an arc in C) in S(X) must be in the same side of
uXv which is part of Pi. The same reason will apply to the case that c0
is in between d0 to v. Please also note that u and v are in the boundary
(degenerate) path as shown in Fig. 8 not necessary on O. Therefore, C
and Pi(a, b) do not cross-over each other at X. (See Fig. 10.)
Subcase (ii): If U does not contain v, then there must be a 2-cell V
(in between Pi−1 and Pi) containing (xm, v). We still want to find another
simple path (or pseudo curve) P ′i that cross-over C in between Pi−1 and
Pi. And between Pi−1 and P
′
i , there is only 2-cell just like Subcase (i).
The construction method is exactly the same as Subcase (ii) in the proof
of Theorem 1 in Section 2. Therefore, we can obtain the case is just like
Subcase (i) above. The proof is completed.
6 Appendix B: Simply Connected Space and the
Euclidean Plane
In this appendix, we will prove that the Euclidean plane is simply con-
nected under our definition. As a by-product, this proof will also prove
the JordanSchoenflies theorem.
The JordanSchoenflies theorem states that: A simple closed curve on
the Euclidean plane separate the plane into two connected components.
The component with bounded closure is homeomorphic to the disk.
For a given simple polygon C in the plane R×R, our proof is to make
a standard triangulation (the equilateral triangle partition) on the plane.
That will dense enough such that there is no two and more vertices of
C are inside of a triangle or an edge. Then we modify the triangulation
so that C will be the boundary of the triangulation. Then, we design an
algorithm that will do contraction of C to any given point on C. This
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Fig. 10: The more general case as shown in Fig 5 where S(X) − X is a
degenerate simple path.
contraction is a sequence of side-gradually varied paths. So we can prove
R×R is simply connected under our definition of this paper.
Since each step of contraction only differs by one triangle in the pro-
cess. The homeomorphic mapping from inside of C that contains finite
number of triangles. They have a sequence of homeomorphic mappings
from one to its neighbor in contraction (adding a triangle) . We will end
up with a final triangle that is homeomorphic to a disk. So we complete
the proof.
The key part of this proof is to construct an algorithm: We use the
graph-distance for the construction of contraction sequence.
Theorem 3. (Simple Connectedness of the Euclidean Plane) The Eu-
clidean Plane is simply connected.
Proof. In this proof, we first construct a triangulation that will made the
original simple polygon C as the boundary of the triangulation. There are
many ways to make the triangulation in computational geometry with
adding new points inside of a polygon. We give a simple way here that is
not difficult to implement.
To be exact, we will actually use a huge square S that contains C .
We request from any point of C to the edge of the square is longer than
the diameter of C ( the diameter of C is the largest distance of two points
in C). We only triangulate this big square in a very fine way such that
each triangle’s internal area at most contains one vertex point of C inside,
and each edge except two ending points at most contain one vertex point
of C. To do this we will calculate the Euclidean distance of each pair
of vertex points in C, find the minimum distance among these pairs d0.
We then made the edge of a regular triangle (for fine triangulation) as at
most 1/3× d0 in its length.
Since C is a simple path, so there is no two vertices in C they meet
at one point in the triangulation. We also denote the square with the the
triangulation as S.
We now construct a special modification of the triangulation to make
C on the vertices of triangulations. Then we will made every angle of C
to be “wide” angle by inserting a triangle as necessary in order to satisfy
the condition of Theorem 1.
Step 1: If there is a vertex point of C on the internal part of an edge
(not at the ending points of an edge), we will make the intercept point
to an actual point in triangulation of S. We link a line from this point to
the third point (not on the intercepted edge) in two triangles in S that
share the the intercepted edge.
Step 2: If there is a vertex point of C on the internal part of triangle
, link this vertex to all three vertex points of the triangle.
Step 3: If there is an edge of C whose internal (not at the ending
points) contains a vertex point in S, make this point as a vertex point in
C. (Add a new point to C.)
Step 4: If there is an edge of C whose internal (not at the ending
points) intersects with the internal part of an edge of a triangle in S,
link the intersecting point to the third point (not on the intersecting
edge) in two triangles in S that share the the intersecting edge. Make this
intersecting point as a vertex point in C. (Add a new point to C.)
Step 5: Repeat above steps to remove all cases mentioned in Step 1
to Step 4.
The correctness of those steps are not hard to prove. In order to satisfy
the conditions of Theorem 1, we refine the all triangles by adding a point
in the central point to split a triangle into three triangles. If we do one
more time, we will make each original angle in C to be wide angle. Now
we can apply the easy version of the Jordan curve theorem (Theorem 1).
According to the Jordan curve theorem, there will be two connected
components in S − C.
We will first mark all points inside of C by identify the connected
component that contains the smaller (finite) numbers of triangles in the
component. This also can be done by identifying a triangle vertex that
does not connect to the boundary point in S.
For a certain point p, we like to design the following algorithm to
contract C (C might be modified to have more vertices). Calculate the
distance from p to all points on C using only marked vertex points (The
points only inside of C now, we can declare.) All marked points and vertex
points on C (the new C) will make a vertex set Vc, all edges that has two
marked ending points or on C are collected as the edge set Ec. (C will
be a discrete curve since the “wide” angle property and three time of the
length of edges between two vertex points in C.) So we have Gc = (Vc, Ec).
The contraction will be made on graph Gc = (Vc, Ec). The key idea
is to use the graph-distance to find the furthermost 2-cell ∆ (here is the
triangle) on the planar graph—this is because Gc is already embedded
in S that is a planar graph. As a planar graph, Gc has the boundary
of C. Then we will deduct this 2-cell ∆. This deduction is special so
that the new boundary after deduction will be a simple path C1, i.e.,
XorSum(C,C1) = ∆. Therefore, C and C1 are gradually varied. We
repeat this process, we will get to the single cell that contains p. The
following construction will make that C1 is constructible using algorithmic
technology.
In the beginning, C is a simple path. In fact, C is a discrete curve,
more stronger than a simple path. Find the graph-distances (the shortest
length of edges in paths between two vertices) from p to all points in C
in Gc. (We only care about this closed path. We no longer care too much
about S.) Now, there must be a point x having the largest graph-distance
to p. x is contained in a triangle or several triangles in Gc.
There are few cases: (1) x is the only farthest vertex in C. (2) x is
one of the farthest vertices in C. Case (2) has two subcases: (i) The 2-cell
containing x does not contain any other y that has the same distance
to p. (ii) The 2-cell containing x contains another y that has the same
distance to p.
Note: Delete x will not change the distance from p to other vertex
in C. this is because, there must be a shortest path to other points not
passing x. The shortest path to other points passing x will make that x
is not the farthest point in C.
Case 1: x is the only furthest vertex in C. (i) If x is the vertex that is
only contained in one triangle in Gc (C is the boundary), we can delete
two edges linking to x (of this triangle). Use the third edge to replace the
two edges in C. So we get C1 that is gradually varied to C. (ii) If x is
the vertex that is contained in several triangles in Gc, we remove an edge
containing x in C, replaced by two other edges of the sample triangle that
contains the removed edge. So the new path C1 is gradually varied to C.
And a triangle was removed from Gc, we continue this process until (i)
occurs. Then we use the action in (i) to remove the point x. (One can
also remove x and all edges linking to x use the half umbrella edges to
replace the two edges on C that contain x.)
Case 2: Assume x is the first such a point from clockwise of p, (i) If x
is contained by a single triangle in Gc, we can delete two edges linking to
x (of this triangle). Use the third edge to replace the two edges in C. So
we get C1. (ii) If x is the vertex that is contained in several triangles in
Gc, we will first remove an edge if there is a neighbor in C that has the
same distance to p as x. Otherwise, just remove an edge containing x in
C. Replaced this removed edge by two other edges of the sample triangle
that contains the removed edge. So the new path C1 is gradually varied
to C. And a triangle was removed from Gc, we continue this process until
(i) occurs. Then we use the action in (i) to remove the point x. Remember
any of removed edge will not be affect to the shortest path from p to other
points on C.
We repeat the above process we will delete 2-cell one-by-one and get
a sequence of gradually varied simple paths C1, C2, · · · , Ck. Each of those
paths will not cross-over any other. Since we only have finite number of
2-cells in Gc, the above process will be halt to end at the single 2-cell
with the boundary Ck containing p.
So we proved that Euclidean plane is simply connected under our
definition of discrete deformation. ⊓⊔
A triangle is homeomorphic to a disk. So attach a triangle on an edge
with sharing two vertices points will be homeomorphic to the first trian-
gle. The homeomorphic mapping is done by dragging the middle point of
the shared edge to the third point of the second triangle. Use the same
procedure, we can attach another triangle to existing two. The homeo-
morphic mapping is the same as the one by only dragging a shared edge.
Therefore, Ck, Ck−1, · · · , C0 = C defines the sequence of such homeomor-
phic mappings from the area bounded by Ci−1 to the area bounded Ci in
Gc. (We can define Gi as the one where the edge and points were deleted.
) Thus, we have a sequence of invertible continuous mappings from C to
a disk. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 4. (The JordanSchoenflies theorem) A simple closed curve
on the Euclidean plane separate the plane into two connected components.
The component with bounded closure is homeomorphic to the disk.
Please also note that the proof of simple connectedness of the Eu-
clidean plane may already done by others in some discrete way. To put a
proof in this paper as an appendix is to make the proof of original Jordan
curve theorem self-contained in this paper.
To consider a proof of the JordanSchoenflies theorem was inspirited
by the discussion with Luo and Huang. Professor Steven G. Krantz also
mentioned the author this theorem through email communications. Moise
had a similar proof of the JordanSchoenflies theorem in [19].
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